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FOREST NEWS
Nothing has happened in the subterranean Forest this last month, but it has not been for the want of trying.
Several digs are in progress both natural and mine.
With the arrival of a cold spell after months of indifferent weather draughts will be improving and a frosty
morning or evening is the ideal time to recheck old ground and search new sites with a candle and large
box of matches. It does pay off as was proven a year ago on the 23rd of January to be precise, when the
club reopened Westbury Brook Iron mine.

HEADQUARTERS
Jim Hay is getting shelf material together it is intended to put a double line of shelves along one wall. Help
will be needed to erect these and also for ladder building.

EQUIPMENT
There is a book in the tackle stores in which members must book club tackle in and out, see Cliff Seymour
for details.
Still no news on Nife Cell cable, it was supposed to have been sent three weeks ago but has not arrived yet.
US Army entrenching tools, there are quite a number of these very useful pick / mattocks at Messrs
Tanyards at Berryhill, price is not known.
Small ammunition boxes, it is hoped to obtain a small quantity of these from a local dealer, Jim will
negotiate.
There is still a large amount of electrolyte for sale, made up or in crystal form. See John Court.

TRIPS

10th February. Slide show at the Ship Inn, Quay Street, Glos ( Canal Tunnel )
18 / 20th February. South Wales weekend at SWCC
4 / 5th March. Mendips, accommodation and trips to be arranged.
April. Trips to be arranged.
12 / 14th May. South Wales weekend at SWCC
June. Yorkshire date etc to be arranged.

A USEFUL TIP
On examining his Nife Cell top the other day Jim Hay discovered the contacts corroded and on an
inspiration, tried chrome cleaner, it worked a treat and the contacts shone like new. ( Ed - Ho Ho and did it
give a brighter light ? )

WHO’s WHO
Who’s mother of three at eighteen.?
Who labelled the through trip between OFD I and II ?
Who got lost on the cave rescue practice ?
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
If you have not paid by the end of this month it will be assumed that you have left the club.
FEES are £ 1.25 for a senior member.
£ 1.00 for each senior family member.
£ 0.75 for a junior member.
£ 0.50 for each junior member.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE CAVE RESCUE GROUP
On examining the Forest callout list it is obvious that all who should be are on it. Its not just a matter of
being willing to turn out to a rescue but also of finance. A few months ago the Hone Office through the
Police agreed to reimburse the expenses of those who take part in a rescue also compensation would be
paid for the death, injury or loss of equipment of those taking part. Belonging to a recognised group will
get you lucre. Contact Ian Standing at Rock House, Bowers Hill, Coleford.

RESCUE IN OGOF FFYNON DDU

About 4 pm on Saturday the 29th January a caver fell and severely injured a leg, compound fracture plus
other injuries, while working in the OFD I to II route. As the rescue built up it became obvious that a long
and arduous carry-out was highly possible. At that point GCRG was alerted and a request made for fir and
wet suited cavers. Phones started to ring and as it was early evening, just at the most opportune time in
fact, all those who were called were in. Some were ponced up ready to go out dancing, others decided to
have a well earned rest from digging in Seymours and go out on the beer and Chinese grub, there was talk
of curried chicken and spring roll, when up rolls a Panda car with the message “ there’s a caver injured
down in the Swansea valley “ By now a back up from the Forest area was on its way and a party of four
was held back till about 10.30 when they also headed towards Wales.
However things were happening in the cave, the victim had been attended to by a doctor and his injured leg
was encased in plaster. By now it was about five hours since the accident and in spite of a considerable
loss of blood the caver was able to make his way through to more open and unrestricted cave were the
stretcher was waiting. Thus the physical toughness and courage of the man drastically reduced the carryout time, and the rescue was over by about 11.30 pm.
About a dozen GCRG types had arrived but not gone underground and another four were en-route when the
rescue ended, but although most had only to sit around it should not be thought that the effort was wasted.
The incident has proved much “ food for thought “ when you consider the length, complexity and rigor of
the Swansea systems and the growing number of cavers ( and non cavers ) who visit them it is obvious that
this sort of call-out is likely to happen again. We shall be having an “ inquest “ at our end and no doubt
South Wales will be doing the same.

Roger Bailey
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COLDWELL SWALLET
Coldwell Swallet until recently could boast the only active stream way in the Forest. It is a short swallet
cave best approached from the Yat Rock car park by the path along Coldwell Walks. When the path
crosses a small valley with a stream, turn down the stream and follow it to the swallet, at times the stream
sinks in its bed some way above the swallet.
The cave has a total passage length of 80ft with a depth of about 25ft. The first caver to mention ( and
possibly explore ) was Innett Homes of Hereford CC in the 1950’s . Hereford CC dug the end for a bit.
In 1964 Tony Marden ( GSS ) and myself spent an afternoon there. We surveyed it but for some reason
never got round to publishing it until now. We also dug into the inlet which joins the cave near its end.
GSS did a little digging around this time.
Next to dig were RFDCC around 1967and sporadically since then. Some progress was made by blasting
the floor at the end but there was no sign of the passage opening up. Although digging has not been
abandoned no work has been done for some time.
One thing that stands out is that Coldwell Swallet has never really been dug hard enough or long enough.
Looking at the survey I think it has also probably been dug in the wrong place. Everyone so far seems to
have concentrated on or very near the end where the stream disappears. The cave and the survey clearly
show a large old passage going on NE eg on the same joint when the stream way turns to the NW.
This passage is filled with silt and pebbles. At the end of the present cave, the stream is disappearing to the
NE and must re-enter this old passage which it has left.
Most cavers would say why dig at all. The reasons are as follows :The surface stream collects to the North of Hillersland on the clays of the Trenchard measures and flows
north in a wall developed valley for ¼ mile, here it runs on to crease limestone and on to the lower
dolomite.
Then it sinks. The swallet is deeply incised into the valley floor and this has been exaggerated on my
valley Section to illustrate the point. The valley on down to the Wye is hardly a valley at all. It is more of
a steep sided coomb and it is obvious that no water or stream has flowed down it for a long while. Further
more, the valley above the swallet has a well development V section and is impressively large. Its size and
importance are best seen from a canoe upstream in the Wye. The present stream is tiny and cannot possibly
have eroded such a large valley. Likewise it cannot have made such a large stream way in the cave itself Large enough to stand in with comfort and the depth of silt in the floor is unknown.
The valley and the swallet and cave were cut by a much larger stream under much different climatic
conditions than the present . The present small stream merely occupies an already formed valley and cave.
There is a blockage which prevents cavers from getting in further. Some concerted effort along the NE
trending joint ought to amply repay with a good cave. It could well be full of silt say the critics.
Coldwell Swallet is one of the very few swallet caves one has always been able to enter - the entrance has
not silted up and I very much doubt the system has. The potential as the crow flies to the risings is 250ft in
depth and a little under a fifth of a mile.
The water resurges below, a little above the Wye. M Sterry proved the connection with fluorescein, the dye
taking a few hours to come through.
Please get digging somebody.
I J Standing.
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AUGUST LONGWOOD - SUNDAY 23RD OF JANUARY
Party consisted of John and Diana Court, Jim Hay, Stuart Harrold, John Berry, Robert Taylor, Roger
Gardner and Gary Rogers.
We were to meet at Burrington Coombe café at 11 am but as usual some members arrived late. A second
breakfast was had and we set off for the cave. The weather was dry but there was a very cold wind. We all
changed into wet suits with Jim almost getting booked for indecent exposure, by a local Policeman.
The entrance to the cave was by a 30ft climb down a rift followed by a small crawl, then a down a 10ft
climb which had a small overhang. After this climb we had a look at the stream which was going down the
way we had to come up later, it didn’t look too inviting. We carried on down towards August stream way
through a large chamber with a 20ft climb to the bottom, we turned off the chamber and came to a choice
of two crawls which John B stepped back and let the explorers investigate them. But it was one of his
tricks as they got too tight to go on. We turned to the large chamber and turned off into another passage
which went over a 10ft pitch with a waterfall going over which was very cold and gave us a taste of things
to come.
Next was a steep slope with water running down it for about 50ft, a welcome rest was then had before we
continued on down the August stream way, when John B stopped and said “ anybody who wants to go on
goes down that passage and turns right and crawls for 200ft into a small chamber “ This was classed as a
sporting crawl, so four of us went to have a look Bob, Stuart, Spade ( RG ) and myself . We turned off into
the tight crawl and came to a climb which looked rather tight. Stuart decided to go back as he was a bit
bigger than the rest of us. The crawl went on as JB had said but another passage was found leading straight
on , so it was decided to try it, with Bob leading and although he found it extremely tight he kept going .
This went on for about 150ft and came into a long chamber which we could stand up in. Bob and Spade
went on but I returned as with my extra length I was finding it very awkward. I got back to the others who
by this time were getting fed up and cold. Jim waited for Bob and Spade and the rest of us started back.
Going back out we went up the climb with the stream coming down which we had looked at on our way in.
The beginning of the climb was in a chamber with the stream coming down through a hole in the roof. To
climb up the stream you have to hold your breath and climb up through the hole where you come out of the
stream and can breath again, but there is still a 20ft climb before you get out of the stream. It was rather
difficult climbing as you couldn’t see because of the stream coming down, and it was worse if the person
above moved out of the stream and sent the full force of the water down on top of you.
Proceeding out the 10ft climb was soon conquered and then the 30ft climb out to the surface was done, but
with some of the members getting a little tired it took a little longer. The time was now 5.30 and we had
been underground for 5 ¼ hours.
Gary Rogers.
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RFDCC COLOUR SLIDE SHOW
For some time the committee have been interested in starting a collection of photographic material with a
view to storing information on mines and other sites of interest in the area. Jim Hay has started the ball
rolling by donating nearly 70 colour slides of his own to the club. He has done this so that the many
valuable record shots are preserved and become available to members. John and Di Court are also putting
their mine slides into the collection and a further number will be coming from Ian Standing . The
committee have asked Ian to collect, look after and catalogue the collection which will be kept at Rock
House, Coleford.
The collection will require a certain amount of money for copying valuable slides in members hands and
for housing in suitable boxes etc. Jim and John recently gave a talk which paid for one good slide box and
Ian Standing will be giving a lecture in Cheltenham as part of an extra mural course which should bring in
some £7 which he is passing onto the club for the same sort of things.
Looking through the slides that Jim has put in, one is struck by just how valuable the idea is as a method of
preserving information. An excellent example is a slide of Shakemantle before the recent burst of
quarrying
which destroyed one of the shafts and the tram road tunnel.
Another series of slides show the shaft tops of perseverance, St Annals and Buckshaft before the Water
Board took over.
Ian is keen to encourage members to consider whether they might donate their own mining shots to the
collection. By doing this they will help enlarge the value of the collection and will of course still have free
and open access to the slides. Alternatively, they may have a few irreplaceable shots of which copies ought
to be in and if they would put these forward for copying it would be appreciated.
Best of all, if you take a photograph of something unusual please take another for the club.
In the past few years the following have disappeared. How many of them were recorded ? Shakemantle,
Buckshaft, Crowsnest, including a chimney, Noxon Park Big Collapse before it happened, China Bottom,
Easter No2 and 3 were filled. Likely to be lost in the near future are Buckshaft Scowels, far reaches of
Oakwood Mill Deep level ( falling in ), and miscellaneous surface scowles. Photographers, please get busy.
WOMEN AT LARGE
The women cavers recently arranged another trip underground trip. But unfortunately 50 percent of our
select group were unable to attend. This left Daph and I to do methodical exploration of Old Ham.
The objective of the visit was to find our own route without any help from those who think they are more
proficient. Unhappily I could not get past Daph to prove that I also could lead the way.
We reached Railway Churn, then on a to Pop Rock where Jim had instructed Daph to take a left turn. This
took us around a small circular tour to the end of the railway line. Daph then thought she’d done enough
but was persuaded to look at the other end of Railway Churn down the ore shoot and explore each passage.
Only the one on the left went.
When we reached a fall of big boulders we decided to retrace our steps. This must have been done
automatically since we were busy chatting all the way back to the bottom of the ore shoot.
On the way out I did at last manage to lead the way when I decided to look down the passage to the place
where the cave rescue practice had started from the previous Sunday.
Heather Macdonald.
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LECTURE ON FOREST MINES AND MINING HISTORY

An illustrated lecture will be given on Feb 24th at the college of art and design, Cheltenham at 7.30pm. The
speaker will be Ian Standing and the title - The Iron Mining Of Gloucestershire. The lecture is one of a
series on industrial archaeology organised by Bristol University.

OLD SERIES ORDANCE SURVEY MAPS
Messrs David and Charles have reprinted the whole of the Old Series OS maps, you can buy the lot for
about £50. Individual maps are £0.75 each flat or folded. The reprints are of the 1890’s issue.
Maps for the Forest area are :- Sheet 59 Hereford - Sheet 68 Bristol.

CAVE RESCUE - FOREST CALLOUT PROCEDURE
If procedure has been followed the sequence would be as follows :Alarm raised via 999 call to County Police requesting CAVE RESCUE. County Police ring FIRST HITS
for Forest side and Gloucester side. FIRST HITS made initiates call-out as overleaf.
He should organise someone to take the RESCUE AMBULANCE to the site. He should ensure that all
telephone and verbal messages are understood. In the case of Non-cavers taking messages, ensure that they
are written. Any first hit should check that the other side ( ie Gloucester ) are being called out.
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FIRST HITS
I J Standing
Coleford 2510

C Graham
Netherend 259

G Glissold
Coleford 3017

P Schwarz
Coleford 2210

G Broadman
Lydbrook 255

H Macdonald
Coleford 2565

D Sibly
Coleford 2595

Coleford Police ( Coleford 3141 ) for
C Seymour
Rose Lea
Hillersland

M Howells
12 The Barracks
Parkend

P Blake
6 Bath Place
Berryhill

R Stewart
Coleford 2320 or 3333
J Elliott

D Parker

D & J Hay ------------------Ross Police ( Ross On Wye 2345 for
Ross 3924
L & R Bailey
Rose Cottage
Aston Crews, Lea
D & J Court
Ross 3455

A Garman
Longhope 247

J Guth
Longhope 683

S Harrold
Ross 3881
A & R Solari -------------- G Rogers & R Gardiner
Cinderford 3146

M Sterry
Drybrook 666

Cinderford Police ( Cinderford 2002 ) for
R Wright
The Bungalow
Haywood Rd
Cinderford

D Tuffley
1 Parks Rd
Mitcheldean

Exchange Codes
Cinderford

8

Lydbrook 883

Coleford

86

Netherend 997 52

Drybrook

92978

Ross on Wye 884

Longhope

983
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A Phillips
Longhope 633

OFD I TO II THROUGH TRIP
Some time before Xmas, a large party of us with other clubs failed to even get started on the new through
route from OFD II to I . On the Monday after Xmas, therefore, Stuart and I decided to have another go at it
and to take advice on the route first.
We arrived down at Penwyllt at a reasonable time to find very few SWCC members about but did manage
to find Robert Radcliffe and pump him about the details of the route. His first advice was to strongly
recommend that we went from I to II and not from II to I as we originally tried. After a few others needed
pointers, we had a quick meal and changed. A stray SWCC member turned up for a trip so we roped him
in to make up a party of three and then set off down to OFD I entrance.
Very little time was spent in looking around OFD as we were a little bit worried about the time we would
need to get right through. The stream was low so there was no problem in getting up to boulder chamber
and then on through past Hush Sump to Dip Sump. This was my first view of the sump with clear water in
it and the large underground water filled passage was very impressive. Then it was on into unknown
ground with the new dug out connection passage. This turned out to be much bigger than expected and was
a simple walk along a muddy tube. The route then led along the series first explored by the original divers
and turned out to be very different from what is nor mally found in OFD. At first we moved fairly fast and
recognised all the landmarks we had been told to look out for but towards the end of the trip we got lost in
the area of the boulder chokes. The way on turned out to be through the boulder choke which looked
impassable but had a small through passage taking a large draft. After this the trip became easier and the
draft stronger until, unexpectedly, we were at the Divers Pitch leading down into OFD II.
This pitch was the original route down but we knew that it could be by-passed to a route that needed no
tackle. We had to find that route as the divers pitch is 55 ft and we had no ladder. The by-pass route can
be seen from the divers pitch and merely needs a short detour around the end of the rift to reach it , or so we
thought . Forty five minutes later we found our way to a letter box slot that was very different from the
hole we were looking for but had a howling gale going through it. This turned out to be the correct route
and led us to the free-climbable by-pass pitch. Stuart had some trouble at the letter box as his abnor mal
length just is not built to go around tight corners.
From there on the route out was the normal Cwm Dwr grot and it was slowly to emerge after five hours.
The trip through is well worth doing but advice on the route should be taken and the trip should be done
from I to II.

Jim Hay.
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THE SHAKEMANTLE IRON MINE MYSTERY
While doing some work in the Shakemantle area for the Forestry Commission, we were working off some
copies of the 25 inch OS map. This map is of unknown date but is presumably the 1927 version as this
was the date of the main Forest survey and the details on the map seem to bear this out.
Over the page is the relevant section of the map.
The mystery is that the map shows four shafts to the Iron Mine when all previous information only detailed
two. The available infor mation we have on the Shakemantle Iron Mine is as follows :Trotter mentions only two shafts, the Land Shaft and the deep or pumping shaft. Both were at an altitude
of around 370ft OD, but the Land Shaft was sunk to about No 2 level of 140ft OD while the Deep Shaft
was at least 470ft deep - ie around 100ft below sea level.
Parrs Great Western Railway book in Dean has a map (over page) showing the tramway spur to
Shakemantle passing by two shafts only. This map also shows the Tramway tunnel beyond the shafts
which existed until a couple of years ago when quarry owners decided to take the lower dolomite and
quarried it away .
As the tunnel was considerably above the level of the present quarry floor, it must mean that either they
lifted the ore up to the tramway or the shaft heads were considerably higher than the remaining one is now.
Alternatively, the northerly or deep shaft may have been served by the short spur shown, but this not shown
extending to the Land Shaft. The Land Shaft may well have been out of use by the time the tramway was
put in but this is doubtful as the tramway was constructed around 1826.
Cyril Harts Industrial History of Dean contains a photo showing Shakemantle Iron Mine around 1900. This
unfortunately does not show the existence of shafts to the south of the two main shafts but it does show a
bigger engine house over the Land Shaft than over the Deep Shaft. This gave rise to some thoughts about
the possible mistake of reversing the positions of the two shafts as the Deep shaft was known to have a
particularly large pumping engine. However, examination of the dip in this area means that the northern
most shaft must be the Deep Shaft.
The mystery then is - what are the four shafts and why is there no trace of the three other than the Deep
Shaft which is now capped. Other points of interest on the 25 inch map are Perseverance Shaft, the railway
spur of the main line passing through the quarry and the small size of the old quarry.
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